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legion gold is a high-level strategy game that integrates strategic and tactical elements into a unique adventure in the roman empire. control huge armies and try to build an empire on a strategic level. at the tactical level, position your armies and use the best
formations to achieve victory. each map can be repeated several times in different settings and with different nations, so that you have hours of fun. in legion gold, players can command vast armies that march through the ancient world and build mighty cities that

will last for centuries, while standing on the battlefield amidst the blood and mud, commanding the tactical action of every battle! legion gold is well received by gamers and critics alike and is the expanded and improved version of its predecessor legion and
includes not only the original game but also an extensive expansion pack. the expansion brings players even more hours of gameplay in addition to the already addicting legion system. improvements in legion gold over legion include greatly improved diplomatic,

economic and management elements, improved strategic and tactical elements in the combat system, 3 new campaigns, new races, units, structures and more. play against many unique tribes, nations and ai opponents from the roman empire era. legion gold is an
action-strategy game in which players take the role of a general in the roman empire to lead the troops to victory on the battlefield. you can control a huge army and build cities, fortresses and more to achieve victory. other features include: tactical and strategic

management of your forces; a vast array of units for your armies; battlefields that look just as you expect them to look; exciting and challenging quests; a fully developed and rich set of tools to manage your strategy and economy; an adventure through the roman
empire in three new campaigns; new races for you to play as, including barbarians, viking raiders, celts, celto-germans, and more; new units to reinforce your armies; new cities, structures, and traps to expand your empire; fight in the wild lands of the roman empire

or the mighty cities of ancient rome.
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people love free steam games, no doubt. but what many people hate is downloading so many parts and trying to install them on their own. this is why we are the only site that pre-installs every game for you. we have many categories like shooters, action, racing,
simulators and even vr games! we strive to satisfy our users and ask for nothing in return. we revolutionized the downloading scene and will continue being your #1 site for free games. a thrilling turn-based strategy game with 4x gameplay, where you can build your

empire from a small settlement to a powerful empire. so, you have to manage the economic side of the issue: manage the development of the settlement, distribute the labor of workers, build new structures, install defensive fortresses and towers. command
numerous forces as you advance throughout the territory of ancient rome. build magnificent cities and improve the skills of your soldiers. take care of the economic side of the issue: manage the development of the settlement, distribute the labor of workers, build

new structures, install defensive fortresses and towers. troop training is the most important aspect of gameplay. legion gold comes with three new campaigns, new races, units, and more. free software is a free software, this means it is software that has been given
away without any charge. in this case, software (legion gold) is a game that is played by a computer on it's own, and does not require any hardware to run, or hardware to be plugged into. as a digital download product, the legion gold is distributed as a single

executable file. you can download the legion gold from the developer's website. to check if legion gold is available for your digital download service you can click on the 'buy' button, after which the game should appear on your download list. 5ec8ef588b
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